
For many companies, the calculation of sales and use tax is anything but precise.  
Complex and changing rules, and a lack of critical information at the time of transaction, 
make it impossible to accurately calculate tax. 

The result is additional risk your business can’t afford to take. Under payments of sales and  
use tax can lead to audit risk and hefty penalties. Over payments, on the other hand, can easily 
cost companies tens (or hundreds) of thousands of dollars each month. Some companies 
hire consultants to conduct reverse audits, but they are expensive and it’s impossible to 
manually analyze every transaction. More importantly, you aren’t fixing the problem. We 
believe you there’s a better way to get your sales and use taxes right – it’s called TaxView™. 

Seven-figure tax savings is our norm,  
and that’s just the beginning. 
TaxView is the industry’s only indirect Tax Audit and Accrual Solution. Our powerful cloud 
software delivers the most accurate calculation of corporate sales and use taxes possible, 
with minimal disruption to your business. 

TaxView provides the level of data visibility and granularity needed to correctly determine 
how a transaction should be taxed. It also helps fix tax errors to minimize over payments 
and under payments, which translates into significant savings and prevents costly interest, 
penalties, and audit fees. Within the first month, TaxView will reduce your tax risk and put 
money back to your bottom line. 

TaxView™
Fix your sales and use tax errors – once and for all. 

Solutions Overview

Two different options to fit your business requirements.
No matter how complex your tax requirements, TaxView has a solution. 

Smarter Sales and Use Tax Automation

TaxView™

Express
TaxView™

Pro

Packaged solution perfect for small or 
mid-sized companies with less 

complicated tax requirements. The 
system expertly guides you through  

rule configurations and the  
monthly close process.  

Turnkey, high-touch solution ideal for 
companies with complex indirect tax 

requirements. We provide a dedicated 
account manager to take care of tax rule 
configurations and help with the monthly 

tax closing process.   

TaxView™ 
Benefits
Immediate value and 
minimized risk.
g	More accurate 

monthly tax filings

g	Ultimate visibility 
into all data and 
errors

g	Control around your 
audit and accrual 
process

g	Fast monthly tax 
closings

g	Single source of 
truth for purchases 
and tax

g	Quantifiable 
monthly savings 

g	Documented proof 
of compliance

g	And more…
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Smart Technology
Your business is constantly changing, and so are tax requirements. TaxView gives you a solution that keeps pace 
with changes and gets smarter over time. TaxView is easy to update and rules are virtually unlimited providing 
unprecedented flexibility, granularity, and visibility into rules and transaction information.

Key capabilities include:

• Maximum Rules Flexibility – TaxView provides maximum flexibility for any rule structure. Due to the combination of data 
elements and operators that can be used, any rule can be written without limitations.

• Zero Integration – Because TaxView doesn’t require any systems integration, implementation is easy and maintenance 
costs are low. Transaction data is simply imported each month. 

• Data Granularity – TaxView is configured to accept up to 160 data elements per transaction, 51 of which can be used 
interchangeably for precise rule construction.  

• Ultimate Visibility – TaxView operates as a single, consolidated source for all your transactions. This provides a system of 
record for sales and use tax, and allows you to review all of your transactions in a short period of time.

• Tax Rate Content – Taxability content and rates are kept up-to-date at no additional charge. You also have the flexibility 
to establish custom tax codes if the published tax content does not address a tax scenario your business needs.

• Refund Center – TaxView is the only tax software that provides a mechanism to build and track refunds claims associated 
with the errors found. It produces supporting information to file refunds with vendors and/or taxing jurisdictions. 

• TV Navigator – Our proprietary dashboard provides a concise, batch-level view of every key piece of information you 
need to review for the period. This includes your largest (5) over and under payments by rule, state, and vendor. It also 
displays the gross and net tax standings for the batch and where your current rule approval process stands. 

No Risk Model
With TaxView you get fast time-to-savings, no disruption and no risk. Our no-risk model makes it fast and simple to 
implement the software so you can immediately see its value. We can onboard any organization in as little as 6 to 
8 weeks with minimal disruption to your tax and IT departments. TaxView also minimizes your risk by quantifying 
the value it delivers every month and offering the most lenient cancellation policy in the industry. If you aren’t 100% 
satisfied, you can cancel anytime.

Proven Rules Methodology
TaxView is built on a Proven Rules Methodology backed by years of research, continuous tax rule updates, 
and real-world substantiation. Applied to your unique business and taxation requirements, it makes the most 
accurate tax decision possible for each transaction. 

               Our Proven Rules Methodology provides clear steps to accurate rule construction*:

Data 
Consultation

Thorough  
identification of all the 

data elements and 
systems needed for 
determining proper 

taxability and situsing.

Data 
Analysis

Efficient analysis of 
all transaction data 

to determine the 
right data drivers for 
your unique tax rule 

structure.

Rule 
Construction

Proprietary, systematic 
methodology to 

configure the TaxView 
software with an 

accurate rule structure 
that fits your business.

Rule 
Review

A week long, onsite 
boot camp with your 
tax team to validate 

and refine your tax rule 
structure.

*With TaxView Express these steps of our Proven Rules Methodology are automated or provided through best practices tools.

Ready to get your indirect tax right?
Let us bring accuracy and simplicity to your sales and use tax filings. 
To learn more about TaxView contact us at info@dtstax.com or 1.678.566.3740. 

We’ve never met a tax rule we can’t match. And here’s why.
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